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WARNING! CAREFUL NAVIGATION REQUIRES MORE THAN ONE METHOD TO OBTAIN POSITION
INFORMATION.

CAUTION: When introducing navigation information to a waypoint (position), the GPS unit will
provide the most direct route to that waypoint without regard to obstructions. As a result, it is
imperative that the navigator utilizing the GPS method also take full advantage of other methods
available, including visually checking the safety of the route chosen.
WARNING! It is the sole responsibility of the vehicle/boat operator utilizing GPS Navigation to
operate that vehicle/boat in a safe and proper manner. If the operator of a GPS-equipped
vehicle/boat does not pay full attention to the details of driving at all times it is possible for an
accident or collision to occur causing property damage, bodily injury or even death. The vehicle
operator must pay complete attention to the details of operation while the vehicle is running and
moving. Specifically while boating, it is imperative that the boat operator pay full attention at all
times to the details of driving the boat.

DO NOT RELY ON A GPS UNIT, BOATLANES WAYPOINTS AND/OR BOATLANES
TRAILS TO NAVIGATE IN THE DARK OR IN BAD WEATHER!
GPS waypoints and the BOATLANES chip will not give details above or below the
water...Boat operator must maintain a visual on all surroundings at all times in order to
operate safely.

Although BOATLANES LLC has taken every precaution to provide customers with
waypoints that indicate the safest possible boat running lanes on the lakes for which
it has been created, it is the sole responsibility of the individual boat operator using
the BOATLANES Products to watch for any hidden obstacles in, under, and around
the water--Specifically in the direct path of any of the BOATLANES WAYPOINT
AND/OR BOATLANES TRAILS.
Fog reduces visibility. Operating a boat during foggy conditions is not advised. Visibility is
reduced in the dark. Operating a boat in the dark is not advised.
Disclaimer: It is the sole responsibility of the vehicle operator to pay full attention
at all times to the details of and for operating that vehicle safely.
BOATLANES LLC, or anyone working for, or associated with BOATLANES LLC is NOT
RESPONSIBLE for any damage to any vehicles/boats, personal property, real property, bodily
injuries, or deaths occurring in a vehicle/boat equipped with a GPS unit that is utilizing the
BOATLANES chip or otherwise.
PLEASE USE CAUTION AND COMMON SENSE WHEN USING THIS PRODUCT…
USE THIS PRODUCT AT YOUR OWN RISK!

Thank you for your business!

